Electric Hotel Lock
EK-918-88-F

General Description
EKUNCI Fingerprint Lock is designed to be "Real Keyless" for maximum
flexibility and convenience. You are free to use fingerprint, user code or
mechanical key to unlock. You have full control of all guests’ access and you
can simply share a code to let visitors in when you are not there. With a high
quality black touch screen keypad, there is no more worry about leaving the
fingermark on the screen. Zinc alloy is purposely designed to absorb more
energy without breaking. The stronger resistance to corrosion keeps a
longer life time for the finish. Equipped with auto focus fingerprint
identification technology and nanometer ceramic Semiconductor chip, it
can read your fingerprint more accurately and quickly. Multi mortises
choosen; easy installation; direct repalcement for old lock.

Key Features
EKUNCI lock system is focus on customers core value, keeps improving
and updating. The data is much more stable, and database is much
safer. EKUNCI intelligent management system includes computer, card
encoder, and software management : function card issuing, hotel
room management, log in information management and information
research etc. On the foundation of the lock’s basic function, we
develop our lock system to be a fully functional, easy operated and
easy maintained lock management system according to the actual
management need of the hotel and requirement of the market development. The industry’s pioneer of Scramble Code and Code Protection Functions with Anti-Peek Technology. When you turn on the Code
Protection Function, you can add random scramble number before
and after the correct code. This double protection is much safer.
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Electric Hotel Lock
EK-918-88-F
Technical Specification
SAP
Model Number
Weight
Type
Usage/Application
Material
Dimension
Packing Details
Package

EKUNCI

9200000817
918-88-F
2.50 KG
DOOR LOCK
residential,oﬃce, hospital,school, apartment
Zinc Alloy
L 70 X H 233 MM
8PCS/CTN 20KGS/CTN 55X38.5X25.5 CM/CTN
color box and carton

FINGERPRINT READER COVER
Protects ﬁngerprint reader and prevents dust entry which lengthens its lifespan
AUTO-FOCUS IDENTIFICATION
Makes ﬁngerprint texture clearer after focusing
CLUTCH LEVERS
The handle is in a free state when locked. This design allows you to press down the handle without unlocking which greatly protects the
components inside the mortise and avoid getting damaged by excessive pressure
HIDDEN MANUAL LOCK
Manual lock option
EMERGENCY BATTERY POWER SUPPLY PORT
9V external battery can be used to unlock unit if battery dies
MAIN BATTERY POWER SUPPLY PORT
4 standard AA batteries needed. Automatic sleep without operation within 10 seconds and activates by opening the ﬁngerprint cover or
touching the keypad area
DEADBOLT
Cannot be opened from the outside when locked using deadbolt option

